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KITCHEN SINKS

TOOLS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hand Scrub Brush
Tooth brush
Plastic knife
Cloths

PRODUCT
1.
2.
3.
4.

Glass Cleaner
All Purpose Spray
Non-abrasive Scrub
Grout Cleaner

TIPS ON TOOLS & PRODUCT
1. Use the glass cleaner for light cleaning and the allpurpose for the heavier cleaning
2. The spray bottle can be a powerful dirt remover when
the nozzle is in the high density stream position. Placed
close to built-up corner the spray will loosen the dirt so
that you may easily wipe away
3. Grout Cleaner doubles as a disinfecting spray for inside
sinks and outer edging.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
These dots represent commonly missed areas

The area behind the sink
Build up around edges where tap meets sink
The outer edge of sink not scrubbed
Tap handles, especially underneath
The drain opening not scrubbed as well as the drain stopper

Spray around outer edge of sink,
especially at the back, with grout
cleaner (doubles as disinfectant). It
should start to bubble and turn
white..don’t panic, it’s cleaning
Spray inside of sinks and around taps
with all-purpose spray
Use toothbrush or hand held scrub
brush and scrub all around the outer
edges of sink as well as around taps
Dip dampened cloth in to non-abrasive
scrub and start scrubbing the inside of
the sinks. Start with the top, working
in a clockwise fashion and finish with
the bottom. Re-dip cloth into scrub
whenever necessary. Do not forget
scrub drain opening and drain stopper.
A mixture of grout cleaner and nonabrasive scrub works good in porcelain
sinks

Spray sink area with glass cleaner, making sure to get taps and faucet, starting at the
taps, clean and polish dry (check for any smudges or stuck on food particles), clean and
polish outer edge of sink and then finish with removing residue from inside of sink.
With a new cloth, re-spray inside of sinks and polish dry
Quick Tip
Kitchen sinks should always be the last on your list to do as it is always needed during
the clean.

Bathroom Sinks

TOOLS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hand Scrub Brush
Paint Brush
Tooth brush
Plastic knife
Cloths
Flat Mop
Q Tips

PRODUCT
1.
2.
3.
4.

Glass Cleaner
All Purpose Spray
Non-abrasive Scrub
Grout Cleaner

TIPS ON TOOLS & PRODUCT
1. Use the glass cleaner for light cleaning and the allpurpose for the heavier cleaning
2. The spray bottle can be a powerful dirt remover
when the nozzle is in the high density stream
position. Placed close to built-up corner the spray
will loosen the dirt so that you may easily wipe away
3. Grout Cleaner doubles as soap scum remover
4. Vinegar (white equal parts water and vinegar) in a
spray bottle will clean hard water the best (always
wear a mask and safety glasses when working with
vinegar in a high pressure mode – spray bottle – as
the fumes can be dangerous to breathe in and your
eyes will sting if you get any in them

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
These dots represent commonly missed areas

Under the tap where toothpaste splatters

Drain opening not scrubbed properly
Around the edges of sink not scrubbed

Behind the sink and taps

Other areas missed are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The pedestal on pedestal sinks
The outer bowl on pedestal sinks
The concaved area behind pedestal sinks
The exposed water valve and hose
The rubber seal around sinks

Spray around outer edge of sink,
especially at the back, with grout
cleaner (doubles as disinfectant).
Spray inside of sinks and around taps
with all-purpose spray
Use toothbrush or hand held scrub
brush and scrub all around the outer
edges of sink as well as around taps
With a cloth, wipe out inside of sink,
removing soap scum and toothpaste
droppings
Spray sink area with glass cleaner, making sure to get taps and faucet, starting at the
taps, clean and polish dry (check for any smudges or stuck on toothpaste), clean and
polish outer edge of sink and then finish with polishing of inside sink

Make sure you clean and polish the
outside of sink bowl……front, back and
sides

These sinks have a recessed inner
edge that if not properly cleaned will
grow mould.
Spray the underside with grout cleaner
and scrub with hand held scrub brush

This sink has a rubber seal circling it.
This seal catches dirt and hair. The
best way to clean it is to wrap your
cloth around the plastic knife and just
using the very tip of the knife insert
between seal and sink. Run the knife
around in a clockwise fashion and you
will watch as it pushes the debris out.
Repeat if necessary.

Make sure to clean under the exposed
sink area, the pedestal and pedestal
base

Polishing areas to a shine instead of just leaving to dry natural gives a better end result

It is very important to scrub around
tap bases as neglect leads to pink
mould

With just a screwdriver, hot soapy water to soak in, a toothbrush, plastic knife and qtips a neglected tap casing can look like new again

